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‘Pioneer Woman’
settles on the frontier
of Food Network
Ree Drummond hosts “The Pioneer
Woman,'' premiering Saturday on
Food Network.
See Page 4 for more details.
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Double Take: Crazy, Stupid Love
Matt: Strong
emotions, fake
situations
Josh: An actually
funny rom-com
that even guys
can enjoy
Matt: “Crazy Stupid
Love” has an engaging
melancholic vibe that
reaches for realistic emotions beyond what summer
movies usually attempt.
The movie isn’t just about
falling in love, but the pain
of infidelity, self-reflection,
and the standards we hold
ourselves to versus what
we expect of others. Working against authenticity,
however, are a coincidence- and misdirectionheavy plot and characters
who don’t feel real enough
to be taken seriously. It
feels like a movie Alexander
Payne
(“About
Schmidt” and “Sideways”)
might make if he didn’t
know what he was doing.
For the first half, the
film is at its best as an
“anti-rom-com,”
where
people say things they
mean to sound funny but
instead come off as depressing and desperate.
There is a gentle dryness
that soothes what could be
jarring tonal shifts as these
bits alternate with moments
of broad comedy. Many of
these interchangeable sitcom-style moments center
around supporting charac-
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ters whose presence feels
like a distraction until a series of third-act revelations
adds depth, context, and
several minutes of amusing
if out-of-place farce. Until
then, one wonders who are
these people who seem to
belong in another, more
generic movie, and why are
we focusing 25 percent of
THIS movie on them?
Some very well-crafted
scenes earn a lot of goodwill, even as the movie is
much better at making
these small moments than
justifying them. Two
theretofore loose-end characters get together in a delightfully vulnerable and
intimate love scene. A hidden Steve Carrell watches
as Julianne Moore phones
him just to speak, inventing
an excuse about the basement pilot light going out.
Moore and Carrell have a
chemistry that sells the
scene, but in real life it’s
important to note that
hanging out in your estranged wife’s backyard
after dark and watching her
through the window isn’t
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I bet you never thought you would see these actors
fighting each other.

romantic. It gets a restraining order filed. Ditto for
much of the film’s last half
hour.
Yet the filmmakers, like
Carrell’s character, seem to
mean well, and that makes
it easy to invest if you like
this sort of thing. “Crazy
Stupid Love” is an uneven
melodrama that often
works as a soft-hearted
comedy. Like a questionable romance, your heart
says yes, even if your brain
says the foundations are
weak.
Josh: I have to differ
with Matt on this film. I
think it’s a nice, engaging
romantic comedy that admits the romantic comedy
genre’s faults. What sets it
apart from the other films
doing the same thing is its
willingness to say we still
love the big goofy romantic
gestures anyways.
Plot-wise, I was pleasantly surprised to find the
story plays out like Shakespeare comedy by way of a
screwball comedy. What I

mean is that it’s a story
where a huge cast of clever,
engaging characters hide
the various affections they
have for each other, resulting in hijinks and misunderstandings until everyone
admits their feelings.
It also takes down assumptions of most romantic comedies in a very
honest way. For instance, I
find it mildly irritating how
every single romantic comedy never fully rebukes the
jerkish, slick male character that uses women. The
films always imply the
character is bad, but never
seems to give the character
his comeuppance, despite
less awful characters getting much worse. “Crazy,
Stupid Love” takes the
player and at once exalts,
rebukes and humanizes the
cliché. Whether it’s Jacob
(played expertly by Ryan
Gosling) being shot in slow
motion with blasting music
despite only eating at
Sbarros, or Jacob admitting
to how pathetic his pick up
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Numerous lives seek
love and inter twine
around a man’s effor ts to deal with a
marital crisis and
maintain a relationship with his kids.
Starring: Steve Carell,
Ryan Gosling, Julianne Moore, Emma
Stone and Kevin
Bacon.
Director: Glenn Ficarra and John Requa
Writer: Dan Fogelman
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Google” and “I can’t believe you find Conan
O’Brien attractive” banter
cheapens the characters.
The members of Emma
Stone’s easily-editable social circle are only shown
talking about her and have
no internal lives of their
own. Where “formula” and
“speaking truth to the
human condition” conflict,
“Crazy, Stupid, Love”
finds an inconsistent, uneasy
middle
ground
skewed toward the former,
something made all the
more frustrating by how
wonderful its strengths are.
Josh: While I can understand were Matt is coming from, I will still be
adding this film to my
DVD collection when it
comes out. It’s a film that’s
a lot of fun, and teaches
you a bit on the way.
Matt: 7/10, Josh: 8.5/10
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lines are in a less guarded
moment, the film makes
him human and calls him
on his actions. It’s most notable when Steve Carell’s
character ends up even unhappier by trying to emulate him.
The film is not without
flaws. It wants to be a regular romantic comedy with
more heart and brains than
the rest, but pushes too
hard at being “Imaginary
Heroes” or “American
Beauty” along the way. I
agree with Matt that the
film runs into some issues
when it switches gears in
tone, but I think it has more
to do with what we expect
out of a romantic film.
Overall, the single
greatest thing about this
film is that you care about
every single character, no
matter how minor. In my
opinion, that’s the mark of
great film making. This is a
film we’ve been waiting
for to push back against the
almost resentment for character development in most
modern films. When you
leave the film feeling like
you’ll miss the characters,
you’ve seen a great film.
Matt: Really, I do agree
with most of what Josh
says. Some of the most engaging, nuanced and fun
moments you’re likely to
find in the cinema all summer are in this movie. But
when it does embrace the
clichés, the movie just gets
undeniably weaker than the
gold scattered throughout.
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